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Already as children we know desire.
Desire for distance, for a beloved counterpart, for mountains or the sea, for acton with joy, for
community and much more.
It is in puberty, that we want to know more exactly, who we are: who am I? Where do I come from?
What is my gift? And what is my purpose?
The heroes of magic tales follow in this period of life the call of their desire, ask the parents for their
blessing and provisions for the journey and depart into the unknown. Like the fool in Tarot.
Nowadays the desire of youths is subject to the laws of economy.
Yet here and then in our lives the call of our desire comes through. E.g., when the beauty of a moment
is strring our blood. E.g., when in a life transiton (“crisis”) old habits are irritated and new orientaton is
needed.
This call wants to make us aware, that a treasure wants to be hoisted. Which treasure? An image of our
life vision or life purpose. We call it Leitbild. This image we are carrying inside of us. The fre of our desire
is the impulse, to raise it into consciousness and to make it efficient in everyday life. When it makes sense
and joy, what we do, we are able to start to love ourselves and others.
Who has the impression, that now tme has come, to hoist that treasure, needs silence and vacancy, rest
and leisure within a protected space. A space around a fre.
Since more than two decades we accompany people in this undertaking. Hereby is helpful, to look pre
cisely on one's own life, to use silent and artstc media, to be on a place of power, in nature, to use
symbol and ritual work. Sustaining in this are (male and female) midwifes  that is how we understand our
role  and people reinforcing us, to follow our inner image and to stay true to that orientaton in difficult
tmes as well.

All seminars allowable for Art of Counseling and for Art of Ritual
Working languages: EuroEnglish and German
(This lighthouse (photo) is our symbol for Leitbild work. 24 m high, it was erected 1901 as one of several others
in the mouth of river Ems off Emden. It was constructed by my grandfather Hermann Weule, Goslar. )

Guidance

Dipl.Ing. Manfred Weule M.A.
Cultural anthropologist, guide of intercultural projects, counselor not only in life transitons, fute
player and author.
Experienced male midwife for individuals and groups, who want to fnd their life orientaton and to
make it happen.

With cooperaton partners

Dr. Helga Weule
Philosopher, lecturing senior counselor in group dynamic, lecturer at Johannes Kepler University
Linz, paintress and authoress.
Decades of experience in systemic counseling of persons, groups and management teams.

Sabrina Schober
Trainer, psychosocial counselor, supervisor in systemic art therapy, vision quests, Circle/ Council/
DialogueWork.

A place of silence,
power and alignment especially for people from business world and city life with its high clock
rates. Right in the middle of Upper Austria's Inn quarter, 50 km north of Salzburg, Matghofen is
situated. Close to the Kobernaussen forest there is the hamlet Unterweinberg in Schalchen.
Populated by a lot of trees, the place Unterweinberg 59 houses a tpi, sometmes a sweat lodge,
shrines in the traditon of the West African Dagara culture and a house with working room. A
good place for single work as well as for workshops.

Leitbild. The fire of desire
Wed Nov.7 (6 pm)  SunNov.11, 2018 (3 pm)
Costs: 510 € + stay; for partcipants from Eastern Europe 260 € + stay
Details of stay: full board 70 €, stay overnight at seminar place 30 €. Selforganizaton expected.
Please book four weeks before seminar starts, we mail some documents of preparaton before!

Info and booking:
Institute consciousness strategies
Place of silence Unterweinberg 59 · 5231 Schalchen near Matghofen · Austria
www.icons.info · insttut@icons.info
M.Weule +43  676  8783 2054

